Standard tests and con…dence sets in the moment inequality literature are not robust to model misspeci…cation in the sense that they exhibit spurious precision when the identi…ed set is empty.
Introduction
In the moment inequality literature, the identi…ed set consists of all parameters that satisfy the population moment inequalities. If a model is correctly speci…ed, the identi…ed set is not empty. If the identi…ed set is empty, the model is misspeci…ed. Tests and con…dence sets (CS's) in the literature are designed to have correct asymptotic level under the assumption of correct model speci…cation. However, these methods typically lead to spurious precision under model misspeci…cation when the identi…ed set is empty. By spurious precision of a CS, we mean that its coverage probability is less than its nominal level 1 for all parameter values, including the true value (if a true value is well de…ned) and any potential pseudo-true value. Practitioners who observe a relatively short con…dence interval (CI) or small CS can be mislead by spurious precision.
Under the assumption that the model is correct, a small CS provides considerable information.
But, a small CS is misleading if it is just a by-product of model misspeci…cation.
In this paper, we develop inference methods that are robust to model misspeci…cation in the sense that they have correct asymptotic level under correct model speci…cation and also have correct asymptotic level for a pseudo-true parameter under model misspeci…cation. This property eliminates the problem of spurious precision under model misspeci…cation. No procedures currently in the literature have been shown to have this property.
Misspeci…cation is ubiquitous in empirical work because models are approximations of reality.
Hence, it is desirable to use methods that are robust to model misspeci…cation. It is well-known that standard econometric methods, such as maximum likelihood, least squares, and generalized method of moments (GMM), are robust, in a certain sense, to model misspeci…cation. The maximum likelihood, least squares, and GMM estimators converge in probability to pseudo-true values, and tests and CS's based on these estimators have correct asymptotic level, de…ned with respect to the pseudo-true parameters, provided standard errors are computed appropriately. 1 The performance of standard inference methods under misspeci…cation is subject to the criticism that the pseudo-true parameter for a given estimation method may not be the most interesting pseudo-true parameter from a substantive empirical perspective. For example, with GMM estimators, the pseudo-true value is the parameter value that minimizes the population GMM criterion function and it may be di¢ cult to interpret. Furthermore, di¤erent choices of the weight matrix yield di¤erent pseudo-true values.
1 The pseudo-true value for maximum likelihood minimizes the Kullback-Leibler quasi-distance between the true distribution of the data and the distributions in the speci…ed model. The pseudo-true value for least squares provides the best linear approximation of the true conditional mean function in terms of mean square. The pseudo-true value for GMM minimizes a population quadratic form that depends on the weight matrix employed by the GMM estimator. References include White (1982) , Gallant and White (1988) , Hall and Inoue (2003) , and Hansen and Lee (2019) , among others. to misspeci…cation of the moment inequalities. Another example is the trade participation study of Dickstein and Morales (2018, Table V) in which some speci…cations of the information set lead to rejection of the moment inequalities, while others do not.
The misspeci…cation of moment inequality models can arise from many sources. For example, it can be due to (i) functional form and distributional assumptions, e.g., Kawai and Watanabe (2013) specify a beta error distribution and linear functional forms (which they recognize could effect their empirical results); (ii) misspeci…ed optimizing conditions, e.g., as seems to occur in some speci…cations in Dickstein and Morales (2018) ; (iii) some degree of non-optimal behavior when the moment inequalities are based on optimal behavior; (iv) incorrect exogeneity assumptions; (v) left-out variables; (vi) mismeasured variables; (vi) invalidity of selection-on-observables assumptions; (vii) invalidity of unconditional or conditional missing-at-random assumptions ; and/or (vii) unmodelled heterogeneity.
The approach taken in this paper to moment inequality models is to de…ne the identi…ed set under model misspeci…cation to be the set of parameter values that solve the minimally-relaxed moment inequalities. That is, one relaxes each moment inequality (normalized by its standard deviation) by the smallest amount r inf F 0 such that the relaxed moment inequalities hold for some parameter I in the parameter space ; where F denotes the distribution of the data. The collection of such values I ; which may be a singleton, is de…ned to be the misspeci…cation-robust (MR) identi…ed set I : It consists of the parameter values that solve the population moment inequality model that is closest to the misspeci…ed moment inequality model. For example, in a model where the moment inequalities are generated by pro…t maximization, the minimally-relaxed moment inequalities accommodate inaccuracies in the evaluation of the returns to di¤erent choices by the …rms, which may arise due to wrong beliefs or many other reasons, and/or only approximate optimization by the …rms, due to computational costs.
We develop tests and CS's that are spurious-precision robust (SPUR) in that they have correct asymptotic level with respect to some I 2 I under model misspeci…cation, just as they do under correct model speci…cation. That is, we consider inference for the true value, as in Imbens and Manski (2004) , or pseudo-true value, as opposed to inference for the MR identi…ed set. The approach we take has the attribute that di¤erent choices of the test statistic employed do not a¤ect the de…nition of the MR identi…ed set I :
Compared to standard non-robust tests and CS's for moment inequality models, the SPUR procedures in this paper have the advantage of eliminating spurious precision, which is a substantial advantage, but have two potential drawbacks. First, if the model is correctly speci…ed, SPUR tests can sacri…ce power. This is not surprising because the null hypothesis considered by SPUR tests is noticeably larger than when correct speci…cation is assumed. On the other hand, some of the tests we develop, referred to below as SPUR2 tests, are shown to sacri…ce very little power asymptotically under correct speci…cation provided the identi…ed set contains slack points for which the slackness of the inequalities is of order greater than n 1=2 :
Second, the SPUR procedures are computationally more intensive than standard non-SPUR procedures. However, for a CS, the increase in computational cost is a one-time increase. That is, once one computes a single SPUR test, the computational burden of constructing a CS by test inversion is the same as for a standard non-SPUR CS.
The SPUR procedures in this paper also have several drawbacks in an absolute sense, although these are not drawbacks relative to standard procedures and in some cases are unavoidable. First, SPUR procedures eliminate spurious precision that arises to due "identi…able" model misspeci-…cation, which leads to an empty identi…ed set (when no relaxation is employed). But, model misspeci…cation can be present even when this set is non-empty. In such scenarios, model speci…cation tests have trivial power and both SPUR and non-SPUR procedures provide correct asymptotic inference for a pseudo-true value, but not necessarily for the true parameter (which may or may not be well de…ned under misspeci…cation). This is an unavoidable feature of moment inequality models. It is analogous to the situation in misspeci…ed instrumental variable models that are exactly identi…ed (i.e., for which the number of instruments equals the dimension of the parameter).
Second, the SPUR procedures provide valid inference for a pseudo-true parameter, but this pseudo-true parameter may not be the parameter value that is of greatest interest from a substantive perspective. This is the same criticism that arises with standard maximum likelihood, least squares, and GMM methods. 2 This is not a drawback relative to standard procedures, because either the pseudo-true parameters are the same for both procedures or there are no pseudo-true parameters for the standard procedure and it exhibits spurious precision.
Third, di¤erent de…nitions of the pseudo-true parameter could be considered. This is similar to the situation with standard estimation methods in which di¤erent choices of the form of the estimator yields di¤erent pseudo-true values. For example, one could consider a di¤erent weighting across moment functions than uniform weighting. However, uniform weighting is often natural. It is analogous to the use of a uniform prior in Bayesian analysis and has the advantage of eliminating a choice that may otherwise be somewhat arbitrary. This issue is not a drawback relative to standard procedures for the same reason as for the second point above. The extension to other weights is covered by results in the Supplemental Material.
In sum, although the SPUR procedures introduced in this paper have some drawbacks, these drawbacks are much less severe than the spurious precision property of standard moment inequality methods. Furthermore, some of the drawbacks are unavoidable and others are similar to the drawbacks of standard moment equality methods used in the literature.
There is a fairly extensive literature on inference methods for moment inequality models, see the review papers of Canay and Shaikh (2016) and Molinari (2019) for references. In particular, see Molinari (2019, Section 5) for a discussion of misspeci…cation in moment inequality models.
Several papers provide tests of model misspeci…cation, including Guggenberger, Hahn, and Kim (2008) , Romano and Shaikh (2008) , Andrews and Guggenberger (2009) , Galichon and Henry (2009) , Andrews and Soares (2010) , Santos (2012) , and Bugni, Canay, and Shi (2015) (BCS). Bugni, Canay, and Guggenberger (2012) analyze the behavior of standard tests for moment inequality models under local model misspeci…cation. Ponomareva and Tamer (2011) and Kaido and White (2013) consider estimation of misspeci…ed moment inequality models. They provide consistency results, but do not consider inference. Both employ nonparametric estimation methods. Ponomareva and Tamer (2011) focus on the linear regression model with an interval-valued outcome. Kaido and White (2013) assume that some nonparametric moment inequalities are correctly speci…ed 2 However, the problem can be more severe in moment inequality models. A small amount of misspeci…cation in a moment inequality model can leave the true value far from the identi…ed set, which does not occur in moment equality models. This occurs in the knife-edge case in which the identi…ed set under correct speci…cation consists of a nondegenerate set, which has positive Lebesgue measure, and an isolated point, which happens to be the true value. Under arbitrarily small misspeci…cation, the identi…ed set can exclude the isolated point, and hence, the true value can be far from the identi…ed set. This is a scenario in which misspeci…cation is not identi…able. It is an unavoidable feature of inequality models. No CS that is based on tests that have nontrivial power against n 1=2 alternatives (when the population moment functions have derivatives that are bounded away from zero), as is highly desirable in general because it yields a relatively small CS, is capable of covering the true parameter in the knife-edge case with correct probability asymptotically when the misspeci…cation of the moment functions is of order n 1=2 or larger. When it is of order o(n 1=2 ); both SPUR and non-SPUR CS's do cover the true value with correct probability asymptotically. and misspeci…cation is due to a parametric functional form, as opposed to, say, missing variables, mismeasured variables, or unanticipated endogeneity. A companion paper to this one, Andrews and Kwon (2019) , provides a con…dence interval for a measure of identi…able model misspeci…cation in moment inequality models. Allen and Rehbeck (2018) consider a very similar measure of model misspeci…cation to Andrews and Kwon (2019) and provide a CI for it in their study of demand based on quasilinear utility. In their setting, there is no unknown parameter ; which simpli…es the problem considerably.
We now summarize the contents of this paper. Section 2 describes the moment inequality model and de…nes the MR identi…ed set, as described brie ‡y above. In the bulk of the paper, the observations are assumed to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.).
For motivational purposes, Section 3 illustrates the spurious precision of some standard moment inequality CS's, namely, the generalized moment selection (GMS) CS's in Andrews and Soares (2010) , under model misspeci…cation. We determine the best-case asymptotic coverage probabilities of the CS's under sequences of distributions fF n g n 1 that exhibit model misspeci…cation of magnitude r=n 1=2 or greater for an index r 0: We graph the decline in coverage probabilities as a function of r to illustrate the e¤ect of spurious precision. The results indicate that fairly substantial under-coverage is possible with modest values of r: The asymptotics employed are a minor variant of those in Bugni, Canay, and Guggenberger (2012) .
Section 4 introduces the SPUR tests and CS's that are considered in the paper. SPUR test statistics are constructed as follows. First, one estimates the nonnegative relaxation parameter, r inf F ; that is required to yield a non-empty MR identi…ed set. Then, one constructs a test statistic in the same way as in Andrews and Soares (2010) , but using the sample moments adjusted by this estimator, b r inf n ; of r inf F : In Andrews and Soares (2010), di¤erent S functions yield di¤erent test statistics. Any of these S functions can be employed, which yields a family of possible SPUR test statistics. The SPUR test statistics are combined with extended GMS (EGMS) bootstrap critical values to yield what we call SPUR1 tests and corresponding SPUR1 CS's.
Next, Section 4 introduces "adaptive" SPUR2 tests and CS's that have the desirable feature that if the model is correctly speci…ed and the identi…ed set contains slack points for which the slackness of the inequalities is of order greater than n 1=2 ; then they perform "almost" the same as standard tests (that are not robust to spurious-precision) with probability that goes to one as n ! 1 (wp!1). And, if the model is misspeci…ed, they perform "almost" the same as the robust SPUR1 test wp!1.
The SPUR2 tests and CS's employ an upper bound CI for the measure r inf F of model misspec-i…cation that is developed in the companion paper Andrews and Kwon (2019) . Let = 1 + 2 ; where 1 ; 2 > 0; such as 1 = :005 and 2 = :045: The CI for r inf F is employed to construct a Bonferroni level SPUR2 test that equals a level 2 standard non-SPUR GMS test when the CI only includes the value r inf F = 0 and equals a level 2 SPUR1 test otherwise. The "almost"modi…er in the previous paragraph means that the level SPUR2 test is the same as the level 2 (< ) standard non-SPUR test wp!1 under the conditions stated above, is the same as the level 2 SPUR1 test wp!1 under the other conditions stated above, and is a mixture of the two otherwise.
Section 5 determines the asymptotic distribution of a SPUR test statistic under drifting sequences of distributions and parameter values that may be in the null or alternative hypothesis for models that may be correctly speci…ed or misspeci…ed. The most closely related asymptotics in the literature are those of BCS for their model speci…cation test statistic and Bugni, Canay, and Shi (2017) for their subvector test statistic. Also related are the asymptotics of Chernozhukov, Hong, and Tamer (2007) (CHT) for the in…mum over the parameter space of a moment inequality objective function. The most distinctive feature of our results compared to these three sets of results is that we allow for model misspeci…cation. In addition, our results di¤er from those of CHT by considering drifting sequences of true distributions, rather than a …xed true distribution, in order to obtain uniform size results.
The asymptotics are obtained using a similar method to that in BCS, but the asymptotic distribution is more complicated due to possible model misspeci…cation. Let k denote the number Section 8 provides simulation results for the size and power of the SPUR1 and SPUR2 tests in misspeci…ed and correctly-speci…ed versions of two models. In the correctly-speci…ed versions, their power is compared to that of a standard non-SPUR GMS test from Andrews and Soares (2010) . In the …rst model, the moment inequalities place lower and upper bounds on the value of a parameter.
The second model is a version of the missing-data model considered in BCS. The simulation results re ‡ect the discussion above. Under model misspeci…cation, the SPUR1 and SPUR2 tests are found to have correct level, with under-rejection of the null in some scenarios, and very similar power.
Under correct model speci…cation, they have lower power than the standard non-SPUR test when the identi…ed set is small. Under correct speci…cation, the SPUR2 test has almost the same power as the non-SPUR test when the identi…ed set is larger. Under correct speci…cation, the SPUR2 test has almost equal or higher power than the SPUR1 test, with higher power occurring with larger identi…ed sets.
Based on the above results, our recommended test and CS is the SPUR2 test and CS.
Section 9 establishes the uniform consistency under correct and incorrect model speci…cation of an estimator of the MR identi…ed set. Rate of convergence results for this estimator are given in the Supplemental Material using arguments similar to those in CHT.
The methods introduced in the paper cover moment equalities by writing each equality as two inequalities. The methods are robust to weak identi…cation. They apply to full vector inference.
Projection can be used to obtain inference for subvectors, see Kaido, Molinari, and Stoye (2019) for an algorithm for doing so. Alternative subvector methods are the focus of ongoing research.
An Appendix contains several assumptions that are not included in the body of the paper for ease of reading. The Supplemental Material provides asymptotic n 1=2 -local-alternative power results and consistency results under …xed and non-n 1=2 -local alternatives; shows that the "max" version of the SPUR test statistic is equivalent to a recentered test statistic; de…nes and provides properties of the CI for r inf F that is employed by the SPUR2 test and CS; discusses extensions of the results of the paper to tests with weighted moment inequalities, to tests without the standarddeviation normalization, and to non-i.i.d. observations; provides additional simulation results and some details of the simulation models; and contains proofs of all of the results given in the paper. 
Model and Misspeci…cation-Robust Identi…ed Set
We consider the moment inequality model
(2.1)
where 0 k = (0; :::; 0) 0 2 R k ; the inequality holds when the model is correctly speci…ed and 2 R d is the true value, fW i 2 R d W : i = 1; :::; ng are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) observations with distribution F; m( ; ) is a known function from W R d W +d to R k ; and E F denotes expectation under F: The distribution F lies in a set of distributions P: For notational simplicity, we let W denote a random vector with the same distribution as W i for any i n:
The population variances of the moment inequality functions are 2 F j ( ) := V ar F (m j (W; )) > 0 for j k:
(2.
2)
The population-standard-deviation-normalized sample moments are Under correct (C) speci…cation, i.e., when (2.1) holds, the identi…ed set under F is de…ned by
Under model misspeci…cation, i.e., when (2.1) fails to hold, this set can be empty. This can lead to inference under misspeci…cation that is spuriously precise (i.e., a con…dence set that is su¢ ciently small or empty that it does not cover any parameter value with the desired coverage probability). Now we de…ne a minimally-relaxed identi…ed set that is non-empty under correct speci…cation and misspeci…cation. Let
where 1 k = (1; :::; 1) 0 2 R k : As de…ned, r F ( ) is the minimal relaxation of the moment inequalities such that satis…es the relaxed inequalities, and r inf F is the minimal relaxation of the moment inequalities such that some 2 satis…es the relaxed inequalities. Simple calculations show that
We de…ne the MR identi…ed set to be
The population quantity r F ( ) r inf F is nonnegative and its zeros give the values in the MR identi…ed set. Under mild conditions (given in Assumption A.0 below), this MR identi…ed set is non-empty even under model misspeci…cation.
For a given (known) 0 2 ; we are interested in tests of the hypotheses:
where P is a family of distributions that may be correctly speci…ed or misspeci…ed. We are also interested in CS's for parameter values in I (F ): The CS that is obtained by inverting the test n ( 0 ) is CS n := f 2 : n ( ) = 0g: (2.9)
Sample Statistics
The sample moments, variance estimators, and sample standard-deviation-normalized sample moments are
The sample variance and correlation matrices of the moments are
( ); :::; b 2 nk ( )g:
(2.11)
The standard-deviation-normalized sample moment and sample second-central-moment empir-ical processes are m n ( ) := n 1=2 ( e m n ( ) E F e m n ( ));
where the superscripts m and denote mean and variance, respectively, and by convention, the dependence of m n ( ) and n ( ) on F is suppressed for notational simplicity. Let m nj ( ) and nj ( ) denote the jth elements of m n ( ) and n ( ); respectively, for j = 1; :::; k:
Conditions for the I.I.D. Case
For the case of i.i.d. observations under F; we employ the following conditions. We de…ne the covariance kernel F ( ; 0 ) of n ( ) as follows: for ; 0 2 ;
and E F e m (W i ; ) = 0 k by the de…nition of e m j (W i ; ) in (2.2) and (2.3).
We employ the following assumptions on the parameter space P of distributions F: Assumption A.2. The empirical process n ( ) is asymptotically F -equicontinuous on uniformly in F 2 P: 3 Assumption A.3. For some a > 0; sup F 2P E F sup 2 jj e m(W; )jj 4+a < 1:
Assumption A.4. The covariance kernel F ( ; 0 ) satis…es: for all F 2 P;
where P F denotes outer probability and F ( ; 0 ) := jjV arF ( n( ) n( 0 ))jj (which does not depend on n with i.i.d. observations).
Assumption A.0 guarantees that the MR identi…ed set I (F ) in (2.7) is non-empty. Assumptions A.0(i) and A.0(ii) are the same as, and closely related to, Assumptions M.2 and M.3 of BCS, respectively. Assumptions A.1-A.4 are similar to, but somewhat stronger than, Assumptions A.1-A.4 in BCS. The former concern e m j ( ; ); e m 2 j ( ; ); and n ( ) and require 4 + a …nite moments, whereas the latter only concern e m j ( ; ) and m n ( ) and only require 2 + a …nite moments. The di¤erences arise because we need to consider ( m n ( ) 0 ; n ( )) 0 here, rather than just m n ( ):
Spurious Precision of GMS CS' s
In this section, we illustrate the spurious precision of some standard moment inequality CS's under model misspeci…cation. Speci…cally, we provide some quantitative calculations of the bestcase performance under misspeci…cation of the GMS CS's in Andrews and Soares (2010) . The results show that GMS CS's are too small when the identi…ed set is empty and their volume shrinks to zero as the sample size goes to in…nity. This re ‡ects the fact that no pseudo-true value arises naturally under model misspeci…cation for the GMS CS's. The asymptotic results upon which these calculations depend are a variant of those given in Bugni, Canay, and Guggenberger (2012) .
Although we focus on GMS CS's here, other moment inequality methods also can be shown to exhibit spurious precision under misspeci…cation. This includes the methods in Romano and Shaikh (2008) , Rosen (2008) , Andrews and Guggenberger (2009) 
is a test function de…ned as in Andrews and Soares (2010) with m 2 R k and 2 ;
and is a speci…ed closed set of k k correlation matrices. Here, we employ the S function Andrews and Soares (2010) using the standard GMS function ' j ( ; ) = 11( j > 1) for j k; where 1 0 := 0 by de…nition; and constant n (ln n) 1=2 :
We consider a set P n of distributions F for which one or more moment inequalities are violated by at least r=n 1=2 ; the other moment inequalities are slack by at least d n =n 1=2 for all 2 ; where d n 1 n ! 1; and the correlation matrices of the moment functions are restricted to lie in some set : Lemma 17.1 in the Supplemental Material provides an expression for the maximum asymptotic coverage probability for any 2 for the GMS CS under fP n g n 1 misspeci…cation, which is
where r indexes the magnitude of misspeci…cation, 1 is the asymptotically most favorable correlation matrix of the moment functions in ; and J 1 is the asymptotically most favorable set of indices j of the moment functions that are misspeci…ed. This lemma is proved using results in Bugni, Canay, and Guggenberger (2012) . For example, if M axCP M (r; 1 ; J 1 ) = :70 for a nominal 95% CS, then the asymptotic coverage probability for any potential pseudo-true value is at most :70; which indicates spurious precision of the CS. depends on J 1 only through J # ; which denotes the number of elements of J 1 : Figure 3 .1 considers J # = 1; 2; 3; 5; 10; 15: Note that for F in P n the magnitude of misspeci…cation for the violated 4 It has been shown that subsampling provides correct asymptotic size of tests and CS's for the true parameter based on a class of non-recentered test statistics for correctly-speci…ed moment inequality models, see Romano and Shaikh (2008) and Andrews and Guggenberger (2009) . However, research on subsampling done subsequently to the publication of CHT shows that in many non-regular circumstances subsampling fails to deliver correct asymptotic size, see Andrews and Guggenberger (2010) . Given the form of recentered test statistics, the potential pitfalls of subsampling are a de…nite concern. For recentered test statistics, it is an open question whether subsampling provides correct (uniform) asymptotic size under misspeci…cation or even under correct speci…cation. The answer may depend on the speci…c form of the moment functions. It also may depend on whether inference is for the "true" parameter or for the identi…ed set. Hence, for a given …xed (independent of n) magnitude of misspeci…cation, say c < 0; the value of r in Figure 3 .1 that is relevant depends on n and equals jn 1=2 cj: This implies that the e¤ect of spurious precision due to misspeci…cation increases signi…cantly with the sample size. 
SPUR1 Tests and CS' s
We base a test of H 0 : Let b c n;EGM S ( ; 1 ) denote the 1 conditional quantile of a bootstrap statistic S n;EGM S ( )
given fW i g i n for 2 (0; 1): We refer to b c n;EGM S ( ; 1 ) as an EGMS bootstrap critical value because it is based on an extension of the GMS-type critical value employed by many tests that are designed for correct model speci…cation. The de…nition of the bootstrap statistic S n;EGM S ( ) is based on the asymptotic null distribution of the test statistic. It is complicated because the asymptotic null distribution depends on several nuisance parameter functions that are not consistently estimable and a particular feature of these functions must be imposed in order to obtain a critical value that does not drift to in…nity with the sample size. In contrast, the GMS critical value only has to deal with a …nite dimensional nuisance parameter that is not consistently estimable.
The idea behind the EGMS critical value is to shrink estimators of the nuisance functions in a least favorable direction that ensures that the distribution of the bootstrap statistic S n;EGM S ( ) is asymptotically as large as that of the asymptotic null distribution in a stochastic sense. For clarity, we de…ne S n;EGM S ( ) in Section 6 below after the asymptotic distribution of the test statistic has been given. The EGMS critical value can be computed by simulation.
For testing H 0 : 0 2 I (F n ); the nominal level SPUR1 test n;SP U R1 ( n ) rejects H 0 if n;SP U R1 ( 0 ) = 1; where n;SP U R1 ( ) := 1(S n ( ) > b c n;EGM S ( ; 1 )):
(4.4)
The nominal con…dence level 1 SPUR1 CS for is CS n;SP U R1 := f 2 : n;SP U R1 ( ) = 0g: (4.5)
An alternative to the SPUR test statistic in (4.2) is a recentered test statistic, such as considered in CHT. It is de…ned to be S n;Recen ( ) := S n;Std ( ) inf 2 S n;Std ( ); where S n;Std ( ) is a "standard" test statistic, e.g., as in (3.1 This CI equals f0g wp!1 when the model is correctly speci…ed and the sequence of MR identi-…ed sets f I (F n )g n 1 contains slack points with slackness of order greater than n 1=2 : That is, lim n!1 min j k n 1=2 E F m j (W; I n ) = 1 for some f I n 2 I (F n )g n 1 : For example, for a …xed distribution F; if I (F ) contains a slack point, i.e., a point I with min j k E F m j (W; I ) > 0; then CI n;r;U P ( ) = f0g wp!1. On the other hand, when the model exhibits "large-local" or "global" model misspeci…cation, i.e., when fF n g n 1 is such that n 1=2 r inf Fn ! 1; then b r n;U P ( ) > 0 wp!1.
See Section 14 in the Supplemental Material for the de…nition of CI n;r;U P ( ) and these results.
Note that b r n;U P ( ) is not based on b r inf n : Rather, it is based on a statistic b inf n that is negative when the sample moments are all slack at some value 2 and equals b r inf n when b r inf n > 0: This is key for the properties of CI n;r;U P ( ) described above. Let n;GM S ( 0 ; 2 ) denote a nominal level 2 GMS test that assumes correct model speci…cation.
It is based on the test statistic S n;Std ( ) de…ned in (3.1) and a GMS critical value b c n;GM S ( ; 1 2 ); which is the 1 2 conditional quantile of S n;GM S ( ) given fW i g i n : By de…nition, S n;GM S ( ) := S(T n;GM S ( ); b n ( )); where T n;GM S ( ) is de…ned as T n;EGM S ( ) is de…ned as in (6.4) below, but with sd 1nj ( ) and b r n ( ) replaced by 1 and 0; respectively, in the de…nition of nj ( ):
The nominal level SPUR2 test of H 0 : 0 2 I (F ) versus H 1 : 0 = 2 I (F ) is n;SP U R2 ( 0 ) := 1(b r n;U P ( 1 ) = 0) n;GM S ( 0 ; 2 ) +1(b r n;U P ( 1 ) > 0) minf n;SP U R1 ( 0 ; 2 ); n;GM S ( 0 ; 2 )g;
( 4.7) where n;SP U R1 ( 0 ; 2 ) denotes the SPUR1 test of H 0 : 2 I (F ) de…ned in (4.4), but with 2 in place of : 5
The nominal level 1 SPUR2 CI for 2 I (F ) is CS n;SP U R2 := f 2 : n;SP U R2 ( ) = 0g: (4.8)
By the properties of CI n;r;U P ( 1 ) described above, the level SPUR2 test has the same power properties as a level 2 standard GMS test that is designed for correct model speci…cation when the model is correctly speci…ed and the identi…ed set contains slack points for which the slackness of the inequalities is of order greater than n 1=2 : And, it has the same power properties as the level 2 SPUR1 test under "large-local" or "global" model misspeci…cation. Finite-sample simulations corroborate these asymptotic results.
We note that the SPUR2 test and CS also can be constructed using any test that has correct asymptotic size under correct model speci…cation, such as the test in Romano, Shaikh, and Wolf (2014) , not just the GMS test.
Asymptotic Distribution of the SPUR Test Statistic
The EGMS critical value for the SPUR1 test de…ned above is constructed based on the asymptotic distribution of S n ( 0 ) under drifting sequences of null distributions fF n g n 1 for which 0 2 I (F n ) for n 1: In this section, we establish this asymptotic distribution. For power properties, we also establish the asymptotic distribution under local and global alternatives as well.
One obtains a CS for 2 I (F ) by inverting tests based on S n ( 0 ); as in (2.9). To obtain uniform asymptotic coverage probability results, we need the asymptotic distribution of S n ( n )
under drifting sequences of null values f n g n 1 and distributions fF n g n 1 : For this reason, in the results below, we consider the statistic S n := S n ( n ) for testing H 0 : n 2 I (F n ):
( 5.1) The results cover models that may be correctly speci…ed or misspeci…ed. Note that the form of the asymptotic null distribution is important in order to understand the rather complicated de…nition of the EGMS critical value given in Section 4.1 above.
The proofs of the asymptotic size results for SPUR tests and CS's show that it su¢ ces to determine the asymptotic null rejection probabilities of tests under sequences or subsequences of distributions F n that satisfy certain conditions. These conditions are Assumptions C.1-C.4, C.7, and C.8 introduced below, which depend only on deterministic quantities and can be made to hold for certain subsequences using the fact that any sequence in a compact metric set has a convergent subsequence. For this reason, we do not provide su¢ cient conditions for these conditions and these conditions do not appear in the statements of the asymptotic size results. For the asymptotic power results under drifting sequences of distributions given in the Supplemental Material, we employ Assumptions C.1-C.4, C.7, and C.8 as stated.
High-Level Convergence Assumptions
We write
and T n ( ) = (T n1 ( ); :::; T nk ( )) 0 : The components T n ( ) and A inf n of S n ( ) are recentered and rescaled such that they have asymptotic distributions. We obtain the asymptotic distribution of A inf n using a similar approach to that in BCS. The results are also closely related to the asymptotic distribution results for the supremum of a moment inequality objective function in CHT, Theorems 4.2 and 5.2. The results given below di¤er from these results in that they allow for model misspeci…cation.
As in BCS, for any x 1 ; x 2 2 R a
[ 1] for some positive integer a ; let d(x 1 ; x 2 ) := ( P a j=1 ( (x 1;j ) (x 2;j )) 2 ) 1=2 ; where : R [ 1] ! [0; 1]; (y) is the standard normal distribution function at y for y 2 R; ( 1) := 0; and (1) ): For any b;`; m 2 R k ; including b n ; b ; e b;`n which arise below, let b j ;`j; m j denote the jth elements of b;`; m; respectively.
To obtain the asymptotic distribution of A inf n ; we use the following sets:
for n 1: For ( ; b;`) 2 n;F ; b j is the di¤erence between the magnitude of violation of the jth moment at ; [E F e m j (W; )] ; and the minimal relaxation, r inf F ; scaled by n 1=2 ; and`j is the jth moment at scaled by n 1=2 : The quantities b j and`j can be positive, negative, or zero.
For > 0; de…ne
The set I (F ) is an =n 1=2 -expansion of the MR identi…ed set I (F ): It depends on n; but this is suppressed for simplicity. One can also write I (F ) as f 2 :
For > 0; de…ne n;Fn as in (5.3) with I (F n ) in place of : By de…nition, n;Fn n;Fn : We employ the following "convergence" assumptions that apply to a drifting sequence of null values f n g n 1 ; as in (5.1), and distributions fF n g n 1 :
Assumption C.1. n ! 1 for some 1 2 :
Assumption C.2. n 1=2 E Fn e m j (W; n ) !`j 1 for some`j 1 2 R [ 1] 8j k: Assumption C.6. b n ( n ) ! p 1 for some 1 2 :
Assumption C.7. n;Fn ! H for some non-empty set 2 S( R 2k
[ 1] ):
Assumption C.8. n n;Fn ! H I for some non-empty set I 2 S( R 2k [ 1] ); where f n g n 1 is a sequence of positive constants for which n ! 1:
All of the limit quantities above, 1 ; f`j 1 g j k ; etc., depend on f n g n 1 and fF n g n 1 : Lemma 24.1 in the Supplemental Material shows that Assumptions A.1-A.4, C.1, and uniform convergence of the covariance kernel Fn ( ; ) to a continuous limit function 1 ( ; ) are su¢ cient conditions for Assumptions C.5 and C.6 for the case of i.i.d. observations. Assumption C.7 is a generalization of assumption (iii) in Theorem 3.1 of BCS to allow for model misspeci…cation. Assumption C.8 is used to simplify the asymptotic distribution of S n : 7 Let e m j1 = e m j ( 1 ) for j k and e m( ) = ( e m 1 ( ); :::; e m k ( )) 0 : (5.5)
The limit values`j 1 ; h j1 ; and e m j1 in Assumptions C.2 and C.3 and (5.5) have the following properties.
Lemma 5.1 (a) Under Assumption C.3, if n 2 I (F n ) for all n large, then h j1 0 8j k;
(b) under Assumptions C.2 and C.3,`j 1 h j1 8j k; (c) under Assumptions C.1, C.2, and C.4, j e m j1 j j`j 1 j and if j`j 1 j < 1; then e m j1 = 0 8j k; and (d) under Assumptions C.1-C.4, if n 2 I (F n ) for all n large and the model is correctly speci…ed, then h j1 =`j 1 and h j1 ;`j 1 ; e m j1 0 8j k:
Comment. By Lemma 5.1(a), under the null hypothesis H 0 in (2.8), h j1 0 8j k:
The elements ( ; b;`) of in Assumption C.7 have the following properties. 7 BCS use a sequence f n g n 1 as in Assumption C.8 and a sequence f ngn 1 that enters their GMS procedure. Their results hold for n = ln n; where n ! 1 and n=n 1=2 ! 0: In contrast, in our results, f n g n 1 in Assumption C.8 and the sequence f ngn 1 that enters our EGMS procedure are unrelated. Comment. Lemma 5.2(a)-(d) is used to show that the asymptotic distribution of A inf n is in R a.s. Lemma 5.2(a) and (b) are key properties that are utilized when constructing a stochastic lower bound on the asymptotic distribution of A inf n : Lemma 5.2(c) implies that the MR identi…ed set is non-empty under Assumption A.0 for all n 1: Lemma 5.2(e) is used to show that the asymptotic distribution of A inf n simpli…es somewhat in some scenarios.
Next, we state assumptions that specify whether f n g n 1 is a sequence of parameter values (i) in the MR identi…ed set or n 1=2 -local to the MR identi…ed set, i.e., a null or n 1=2 -local alternative (NLA) sequence, or (ii) non-n 1=2 -local to the MR identi…ed set, which yields a consistent alternative (CA) sequence.
Assumption NLA. min j k h j1 > 1:
Assumption CA. min j k h j1 = 1:
Assumption N. n 2 I (F n ) 8n 1:
Assumption N implies Assumption NLA. Assumption NLA also covers n 1=2 -local alternatives, see Assumption LA in the Appendix. A su¢ cient condition for Assumption CA is that ( n ; F n ) = ( ; F ) does not depend on n and E F e m j (W; ) + r inf F < 0 for some j k; which is Assumption FA in the Appendix. See Lemma 20.1 in the Supplemental Material for these results.
Asymptotic Distribution of S n
For notational simplicity, we use the following conventions: for any scalars 2 R and c = 1;
where may be deterministic or random and c is deterministic, we let Let G m j ( ); G j ( ); m nj ( ); and nj ( ) denote the jth elements of G m ( ); G ( ); m n ( ); and n ( ); respectively. Let
for j k and 1 as in Assumption C.1. De…ne T j1 := G m j1 + h j1 for j k and T 1 := (T 11 ; :::; T k1 ) 0 ;
( 5.8) where we employ the notational convention in (5.6). Thus, we have:
implies that e m j1 = 0 by Lemma 5.1(c)), and T j1 is …nite and as in (5.8) with e m j1 6 = 0 if`j 1 = 1 and jh j1 j < 1: As noted above, under H 0 ; h j1 0 for j k:
If the model is correctly speci…ed and n 2 I (F n ) for n large, then T j1 simpli…es to
because, in this case, h j1 =`j 1 (by Lemma 5.1(d) ),`j 1 2 [ 1; 0) cannot occur (because`j 1 0 by Lemma 5.1(d)), j`j 1 j < 1 implies that e m j1 = 0 (by Lemma 5.1(c)), and`j 1 (= h j1 ) = 1 implies G m j1 ( e m j1 =2)G j1 + h j1 = 1 = G m j1 +`j 1 (by the notational convention in (5.6)). The following quantities arise with the asymptotic distribution of A inf n :
A inf n ( n;Fn ) := inf ( ;b;`)2 n;Fn The asymptotic distribution of the SPUR statistic S n under the null hypothesis and n 1=2 -local alternatives is the distribution of
under Assumption C.8.
Theorem 5.3 (a) Under fF n g n 1 and Assumptions C.1-C.5, T n ( n ) ! d T 1 ;
(b) under fF n g n 1 and Assumptions A.0, C.4, C.5, and C.7, A inf n ! d A inf 1 ( ); (c) under Assumptions A.0 and C.7, A inf 1 ( ) 2 R a.s., (d) under Assumptions C.1-C.5 and NLA, T j1 > 1 a.s. 8j k;
(e) under fF n g n 1 and Assumptions A.0, C.1-C.7, NLA, and S.1(iii), S n ! d S 1 ;
(f) under Assumptions A.0, C.1, and C.3-C.8, A inf 1 ( ) = A inf 1 ( I ) a.s. and S 1 = S I1 a.s., (g) under Assumptions C.1-C.5, and CA, T j1 = 1 a.s. for some j k;
(h) under fF n g n 1 and Assumptions A.0, C.1-C.7, CA, S.1(iii), S.2, and S.3, S n ! p 1; and (i) the convergence results in parts (a)-(e) hold jointly.
Comments. (i). Under correct model speci…cation, r inf
is the same as the model speci…cation test statistic in BCS when their function S(m; ) equals max j k [m j ] ; and the asymptotic distribution of A inf n given in Theorem 5.3(b) can be shown to reduce to the same distribution as the asymptotic null distribution of the speci…cation test statistic given in Theorem 3.1 of BCS. In addition, in the correctly speci…ed case, A inf n = n 1=2 b r inf n equals CHT's statistic inf 2 a n Q n ( ) for moment inequality models when Q n ( ) is the "max" sample objective function de…ned by max j k [ b m nj ( )] (and a n = n 1=2 ) and CHT provide the asymptotic distribution of inf 2 a n Q n ( ) under correct speci…cation and for a …xed true distribution (rather than a drifting sequence of distributions as in Theorem 5.3(b)). 9 Theorem 5.3(b) extends these results to allow for model misspeci…cation.
(ii). The asymptotic distributions in Theorem 5.3 depend on the localization parameters h j1 and`j 1 ; which are not consistently estimable, and e m j1 ; which is consistently estimable. Under the null hypothesis H 0 in (2.8), h j1 0 for all j k: The asymptotic distribution also depends on the (b j ;`j) values, which appear in the limit sets and I ; and are not consistently estimable.
(iii). Theorem 5.3(c) is important because it implies that adding A inf 1 ( ) to T j1 cannot result in adding +1 to 1 or 1 to +1:
(iv). Theorem 5.3(f) is important because it implies that parameters ( ; b;`) 2 n I do not contribute to the in…mum in A inf 1 ( ): This means that when constructing a critical value for a test based on S n one only needs to …nd a lower bound on A inf 1 ( I ): (v). The stochastic process G j ( ) enters S 1 (through G m j ( )): Thus, the asymptotic distribution of S n depends on the randomness due to the estimation of the standard deviation of the jth sample moment by b nj ( ) for j k: Under correct model speci…cation, this is not the case.
(vi). For any subsequence fq n g n 1 of fng n 1 ; Theorem 5.3 and its proof hold with q n in place of n throughout, including the assumptions. for ; c 2 R satis…es j ( ; c)j j j (see (21.7) in the Supplemental Material), which implies that
(ix). For the purposes of inference (i.e., obtaining a critical value), one needs a stochastic lower bound on the distribution of the vector sum T 1 + A inf 1 1 k for the case when h j1 0 for all j k:
EGMS Bootstrap Critical Value
The bootstrap statistic S n;EGM S ( ); which is used to construct the critical value for the SPUR1 test in Section 4.1, is de…ned as follows. Let fW i g i n be an i.i.d. bootstrap sample drawn with replacement from the original sample fW i g i n : De…ne
Let V ar ( ) denote the bootstrap variance based on the nonparametric i.i.d. bootstrap in (6.1).
By Theorem 5.3 and the de…nition of n;F in (5.3), the asymptotic distribution of the test statistic S n depends on the limits of the following quantities that cannot be consistently estimated: for 2 n I (F n ); where n is the null value. GMS methods in the literature are concerned with the behavior of`n j ( n ): But here, we need methods that apply to h nj ; b nj ( ); and`n j ( ) for 2 n I (F n ): In addition, the set n I (F n ); which is an expansion of the MR identi…ed set, is unknown. This set enters the asymptotic distribution of S n because its Hausdor¤ limit, I := f : ( ; b;`) 2 I for some b;`2 R k g; is part of I ; which arises in Theorem 5.3(f). We estimate n I (F n ) using a set estimator b n ( ) that is designed to contain n I (F n ) wp!1 under drifting sequences of distributions fF n g n 1 :
De…ne S n;EGM S ( ) := S T n;EGM S ( ) + A inf n;EGM S 1 k ; b n ( ) :
where T nj;EGM S ( ) and A inf n;EGM S are bootstrap analogues of T n ( ) and A inf n in (5.2), respectively, with the null hypothesis is imposed in T nj;EGM S ( ): We de…ne T nj;EGM S ( ) := b nj ( ) + ' j ( n ( ); b n ( )) 8j k; where (6.4) nj ( ) := (sd 1nj ( ) n ) 1 n 1=2 ( b m nj ( ) + b r n ( )) 8j k; n ( ) = ( n1 ( ); :::; nk ( )) 0 ; '( ; ) = (' 1 ( ; ); :::; ' k ( ; )) 0 is a speci…ed GMS function that satis…es Assumption A.5, which is stated in the Appendix for brevity, with the leading choice being ' j ( ; ) = 11( j > 1) for j k;
where 1 0 := 0 by de…nition. In (6.4), n is a positive tuning parameter that satis…es n ! 1;
which is Assumption A.6 in the Appendix, with the leading choice being n = (ln n) 1=2 ; as in Andrews and Soares (2010) and BCS. In (6.4), sd 1nj ( ) := maxfV ar (n 1=2 ( b m nj ( ) + b r n ( ))) 1=2 ; 1g
is a bootstrap standard deviation that is used to obtain appropriate scaling. We scale n by sd 1nj ( ) because the asymptotic variance of n 1=2 b m nj ( ) is one under correct speci…cation, so no scaling is typically done with GMS critical values, but here the asymptotic variance of n 1=2 ( b m nj ( ) + b r n ( ))
can be larger, especially under model misspeci…cation. Analogous scaling of certain quantities by sd anj ( ) for a = 2; :::4 is employed below. Explicit expressions for these bootstrap quantities are
given in Section 15 in the Supplemental Material.
The quantity nj ( n ) in (6.4) multiplied by sd 1nj ( n ) n equals n 1=2 ( b m nj ( n ) + b r n ( n )); which is an estimator of h nj := n 1=2 (E Fn m j (W; n ) + r inf Fn ); whose limit h j1 (see Assumption C.3) appears in the asymptotic null distribution of S n (see Theorem 5.3(e), (5.8), and (5.11)) and is nonnegative under H 0 : Thus, nj ( n ) is an estimator of n 1=2 (E Fn m j (W; n ) + r inf Fn ) that is shrunk towards 0 by (sd 1nj ( n ) n ) 1 :
Next, we de…ne A inf n;EGM S : We employ the following estimator of the expansion n I (F n ) of the MR identi…ed set:
b n := f 2 : max
where f n g n 1 is a sequence of positive constants that satis…es n ! 1: As with f n g n 1 ; one can employ the BIC choice n = (ln n) 1=2 :
The asymptotic distribution of A inf n depends on the asymptotic behavior of [c] is nondecreasing in c for 0; is zero for all c for = 0; and is nonincreasing in c for < 0; and the distribution of b nj ( ) approximates that of b nj ( ); which converges in distribution to G m j ( ): 11 The EGMS bootstrap version of A inf n also requires asymptotic lower bounds on the b nj ( ) quantities in (6.2). We replace b nj ( ) by its sample analogue and shift it towards 1 by a scaled version of the constant n introduced above. Speci…cally, we replace b nj ( ) by Note, however, that the lower bound b b nj;EGM S ( ) does not exploit the key information that max j k b nj ( ) 0 by Lemma 5.2(a). So, the lower bound b b nj;EGM S ( ) by itself is not adequate-it would yield a critical value that slowly diverges in probability to 1 as n ! 1:
( ); :::; b nk ( )) 0 ; (6.9)
where n and sd 3nj ( ) are as above. If j 1 is an index for which b nj 1 ( ) 0; of which there is at least one, then we use ' j 1 ( b n ( ); b n ( )) as the lower bound on b nj 1 ( ) (for the same GMS-type reasons that motivate the use of ' j ( n ( n ); b n ( n )) above.)
The constraint max j k b nj ( ) 0 given in Lemma 5.2(a) implies that for some j 1 k; b nj 1 ( ) 0 (where j 1 typically depends on ). The index j 1 is unknown and cannot be consistently estimated.
However, the following sets b J n ( ) can be shown to contain the value(s) j 1 that maximize b nj ( ) (for all 2 ) wp!1:
b J n ( ) := fj 2 f1; :::
where b r nj ( ) and b r n ( ) are de…ned in (4.1) and sd 4nj ( ) := maxfV ar (n 1=2 (b r nj ( ) b r n ( ))) 1=2 ; 1g:
We de…ne the EGMS bootstrap version, A inf n;EGM S ; of A inf n to be A inf n;EGM S := inf 2 b n min j 1 2 b Jn( ) max j k b nj;EGM S ( )+1(j 6 = j 1 ) b b nj;EGM S ( )+1(j = j 1 )' j ( b n ( ); b n ( )) :
(6.11)
The idea behind the de…nition of A inf n;EGM S is as follows. The constraint max j k b nj ( ) 0 implies that for some j 1 2 b J n ( ); b nj 1 ( ) 0 (wp!1). Since b J n ( ) is not necessarily a singleton, we allow j 1 to be any of the values in b J n ( ) and take a minimum over j 1 2 b J n ( ) to get a lower bound.
Under the presumption that j 1 is a value for which b nj 1 ( ) 0; we use a lower bound on b nj ( ) that equals ' j ( b n ( ); b n ( )) for j = j 1 and equals the (typically) smaller value b b nj;EGM S ( ) for j 6 = j 1 : This de…nition then incorporates the constraint that max j k b nj ( ) 0:
Given T n;EGM S ( ) and A inf n;EGM S ; the de…nition of S n;EGM S ( ) in (6.3) is complete and the EGMS bootstrap test statistic b c n;EGM S ( ; 1 ) is the 1 conditional quantile of S n;EGM S ( )
given fW i g i n for 2 (0; 1); which can be computed by simulation.
Asymptotic Level of the SPUR1 and SPUR2 Tests
Here we show that the SPUR1 and SPUR2 tests and CS's have correct asymptotic level under a set of relatively primitive conditions with i.i.d. observations.
The following theorem uses two assumptions, Assumptions A.7 and A.8, which are stated in the Appendix, for brevity. Assumption A.7 is a continuity condition on the asymptotic distribution S 1 and is closely related to Assumption A.7 in BCS. Assumption A.8 requires E F e m(W; ) to be equicontinuous on over F 2 P; which is not restrictive. Asymptotic power results for the SPUR1 and SPUR2 tests are given in Section 12 in the Supplemental Material. These include power for n 1=2 -local alternatives and consistency for nonn 1=2 -local alternatives, including …xed alternatives.
Simulation Results
In this section, we provide Monte Carlo simulation results that illustrate the performance of the SPUR1 and SPUR2 tests. When the model under consideration is correctly speci…ed, we compare these tests to the standard GMS test. We consider two simple models under various levels of misspeci…cation (i.e., di¤erent values of r inf Fn ). All simulation results are based on 1,000 simulation repetitions, 500 bootstrap replications, a sample size of n = 250, n = n = (ln n) 1=2 , and S( ) = S 1 ( ): The GMS function '( ) = (' 1 ( ); : : : ; ' k ( )) 0 employed is ' j ( ; ) = 11( j > 1) for j k: The signi…cance level is …xed at = :05 with 1 = :005 and 2 = :045 for the SPUR2 test.
Lower/Upper Bound Model
First, we consider a simple model where the mean of the data imposes lower and upper bounds on a scalar parameter. The data fW i g i n are i.i.d. with W i = (W i1 ; : : : ; W ik ) 0 N ( ; I k ), where = ( 1 ; : : : ; k ) 0 2 R k and I k denotes the k k identity matrix. We consider k = 2 and 4: The parameter space is taken to be [ 20; 20].
For k = 2; the population moment inequalities are
The model is misspeci…ed if and only if 1 > 2 ; and r inf F = [ 1 2 ] + =2. For k = 4, the moment inequalities are
Misspeci…cation arises if and only if maxf 1 ; 2 g > minf 3 ; 4 g; and r inf F = [maxf 1 ; 2 g minf 3 ; 4 g] + =2:
We consider various con…gurations of . Note that when r inf F > 0, the MR identi…ed set is always a singleton in this model, but it may have di¤erent lengths when r inf F = 0. Accordingly, when r inf F = 0 we consider con…gurations that correspond to di¤erent lengths of the MR identi…ed set. For k = 2, we take = (r; r) 0 for each r 2 f:5; 1; 2; 5g as the misspeci…ed cases. We have r inf F = r and I (F ) = f0g in these cases. Figure 8 .1 gives the simulated rejection probabilities, i.e., power, of the SPUR1 and SPUR2 tests for a range of null values 0 0 based on these mean vectors. 12 For the correctly-speci…ed cases, we take = ( `; 0) 0 for each`2 f0; :5; 1; 2g: Here the MR identi…ed set is I (F ) = [ `; 0]; which has length`: For each value of`; Figure 8 .2 provides the simulated rejection probabilities of the SPUR1, SPUR2, and standard GMS tests in these correctly-speci…ed models for …xed I (F ) = [ `; 0] and a range of null hypothesis values 0 0:
For k = 4; many di¤erent con…gurations of are possible for a given value of r inf F > 0 or a given length of the MR identi…ed set when r inf F = 0: Accordingly, we consider several scenarios for k = 4: For the misspeci…ed cases, we consider …ve di¤erent scenarios: "binding,""almost binding," "somewhat slack,""very slack,"and "slack/almost binding." 13 In each scenario, we consider r inf F = 1 2 That is, Figure 8 .1 reports power for the true being 0; which is in I (F ) = f0g; and the null being 0 > 0 for a range of 0 values. This di¤ers from, but is no less informative than, a conventional power function that considers a …xed null value and a range of true alternative values. :5 and 1: Regardless of the scenario and the value of r inf F ; the MR identi…ed set is I (F ) = f0g: Figure 8 .3 gives the simulation results under the "binding," "almost binding," and "somewhat slack" scenarios. The results for the "very slack" and "slack/almost binding" cases are given in Section 18 of the Supplemental Material.
For the correctly-speci…ed cases and k = 4; we consider the same …ve scenarios as for the misspeci…ed cases. However, the de…nitions are slightly di¤erent in the correctly-speci…ed cases. 14 The MR identi…ed set takes the form I (F ) = [ `; 0] for each`2 f0; :5; 1g: The simulation results for these cases are given in Figure 8 , which is what we expect given the discussion in Section 4.2. Looking at the rejection probability at 0 = 0; we see that both tests have correct size, but under-reject with the null rejection probabilities being close to 0: The rejection probabilities increase to 1 fairly quickly as the distance between the null value and the MR identi…ed set increases.
The tests perform better when r inf F is smaller, but they perform reasonably well even when r inf F is as large as 5, which is …ve times the standard deviation of the moment functions. Additionally, "almost binding": = (r; r :1; r + :1; r) 0 ; (iii) "somewhat slack": = (r; r :5; r + :5; r) 0 ; (iv) "very slack": = (r; r 1; r + 1; r) 0 ; and (v) "slack/almost binding": = (r; r :1; r + 1; r) 0 : In each scenario, r inf F = r and the identi…ed set is I (F ) = f0g:
1 4 For given`> 0; the mean vectors in the …ve correctly-speci…ed scenarios are (i) "binding": = ( `; `; 0; 0) 0 ; (ii) "almost binding": = ( ` :1; `; 0; :1) 0 ; (iii) "somewhat slack": = ( ` :5; `; 0; :5) 0 ; (iv) "very slack": = ( ` 1; `; 0; 1) 0 ; and (v) "slack/almost binding": = ( ` 1; `; 0; :1) 0 : In all scenarios, I (F ) = [ `; 0] and the identi…ed set has length`: for the cases with k = 4; we see that the performance of the tests does not di¤er much across the di¤erent scenarios.
For the correctly-speci…ed cases, we focus on the comparison of the SPUR1 and SPUR2 tests with the standard GMS test, which is known to perform well in such cases. From the discussion in Section 4.2, we expect the SPUR2 and standard GMS tests to exhibit similar performance when the length of the identi…ed set is large enough. Indeed, in Figure 8 .2, we see that when the length of the identi…ed set is :5 the rejection probabilities of the two tests are very close to each other, and when the length is greater than :5 all three tests are essentially indistinguishable. We can also see that the SPUR2 test catches up to the standard GMS test under shorter identi…ed sets than the SPUR1 test does, which shows its adaptive nature. However, when the identi…ed set is a singleton, the SPUR1 and SPUR2 tests are more conservative than the standard GMS test under the null 
Missing Data Model
In this subsection, we revisit the missing data model that BCS use in their simulations. The speci…cation of the model closely follows BCS, but we consider a somewhat di¤erent data generating process. 15 Example 2.1 of BCS provides motivation for the model. Let [ 20; 20] [ 20; 20]: The moment functions are
The value of e r determines whether the model is misspeci…ed. When e r 0; the model is correctly speci…ed, which implies that r inf F = 0; and the MR identi…ed set is I (F ) = [0; e r] [0; 1): When e r > 0; the model is misspeci…ed and some calculations show that
For e r > 0; it can be shown that the MR identi…ed set is I (F ) = f I 1 (e r)g [ I 1 (e r); 1); where We take p z = :8 throughout. We consider values of e r that cover both misspeci…ed and correctly-speci…ed cases. As above, we simulate rejection probabilities for a …xed data generating process and a range of null hypothesis values 0 = ( 01 ; 02 ) 0 ; where H 0 : = 0 : For the null values, we consider 02 …xed at I 1 (e r) when e r > 0 and at 0 when e r 0; and we consider a range of 01 values.
Accordingly, the x-axes in Figures 8.5 and 8.6 correspond to the …rst element of the null vector. Figure 8 .5 reports the simulated rejection probabilities for the misspeci…ed cases with e r = :1; :2; :5; and 1. 16 Here, the MR identi…ed set is f0g [0; 1): As in the lower/upper bound model, the SPUR1 and SPUR2 tests perform quite similarly, as expected. Also, the rejection probabilities increase to 1 fairly quickly as the distance between the null value and the MR identi…ed set increases, and the performance is better for smaller values of e r (or, equivalently, smaller values of r inf F ). Figure 8 .6 provides the results under correct speci…cation. Here, we see that when e r = 0; which implies that the identi…ed set contains no slack points, the standard GMS test performs better than the SPUR1 and SPUR2 tests, which is expected. In this case, the SPUR1 and SPUR2 tests have almost identical rejection probabilities. Also, the di¤erence between the standard GMS test and 1 6 By (8.5), these e r values correspond (approximately) to r inf F = :03, :07, :14, and :24, respectively. the SPUR2 test decreases quickly as the identi…ed set gets larger (i.e., as e r become more negative) and, hence, contains more slack points. The SPUR2 test is essentially on par with the standard GMS test when e r is 1: The di¤erence in power between the standard GMS test and the SPUR1 test also decreases to some extent as the identi…ed set get larger. But, the SPUR1 test has lower power (similar to the e r = 1 case) even for e r values in the range of [ 2; 5] (based on results not reported in Figure 8 .6). Overall, the four plots show how the SPUR2 test adapts, and eventually behaves very much like the standard GMS test as the identi…ed set gets larger.
Uniform Consistency of b n
The following result shows that the set estimator b n de…ned in (6.5) is uniformly consistent for the MR identi…ed set I (F ) over F 2 P with respect to the Hausdor¤ metric d H : The result is similar to results in Theorem 3.1 of CHT except that it applies under both correct model speci…cation and misspeci…cation, and it establishes uniform, rather than pointwise, consistency.
For 2 and A ; de…ne the distance between and A as d( ; A) := inf 0 2A jj 0 jj:
For any " > 0 and F 2 P, de…ne I;" (F ) := f 2 : d( ; I (F )) "g: The set I;" (F ) is an "-expansion of the MR identi…ed set I (F ):
For any F 2 P; inf 2 n I;" (F ) max j k [E F e m j (W i ; )] r inf F > 0 for all " > 0 under Assumption A.0 by the de…nitions of r inf F and I;" (F ): The following Assumption A.9 requires that this positive quantity is bounded away from zero over F 2 P: Assumption A.9. For all " > 0; inf F 2P inf 2 n I;" (F ) max j k [E F e m j (W i ; )] r inf F > 0:
Uniform consistency of b n for I (F ) is established in the following theorem.
Theorem 9.1 Suppose Assumptions A.0-A.4, A.8, and A.9 hold and the positive constants f n g n 1 that appear in (BC.5) satisfy n ! 1 and n =n 1=2 = o(1): Then, for all " > 0; lim n!1 sup F 2P P F (d H ( b n ; I (F )) > ") = 0:
Comments. (i). If Assumption A.9 fails to hold, the result of Theorem 9.1 holds with P U in place of P for any P U P for which Assumption A.9 holds with P U in place of P: In particular, for a …xed distribution F 2 P; the result of Theorem 9.1 holds with P U = fF g in place of P because Assumption A.9 automatically holds in this case.
(ii) Lemma 26.1(b) in the Supplemental Material provides rate of convergence results for the set estimator b n :
10 Appendix: Additional Assumptions
The following four assumptions concern the test function S(m; ) introduced in Section 3. ; and (iii) less than 1=2 for x = 0 if h j = 0 for some j k: 17 The following assumptions de…ne n 1=2 -local alternatives and …xed alternatives.
Assumption LA. The null values f n g n 1 and distributions fF n g n 1 satisfy: (i) jj n In jj = O(n 1=2 ) for some sequence f In 2 I (F n )g n 1 ; (ii) n 1=2 (E Fn e m j (W; In ) + r inf Fn ) ! h Ij1 for some h Ij1 2 R [ 1] 8j k; and (iii) E F e m(W; ) is Lipschitz on uniformly over P; i.e., there exists a constant K < 1 such that jjE F e m(W; 1 ) E F e m(W; 2 )jj Kjj 1 2 jj 8 1 ; 2 2 ; 8F 2 P:
Assumption FA. (i) ( n ; F n ) = ( ; F ) 2 P does not depend on n 1 and (ii) E F e m j (W; )+ r inf F < 0 for some j k:
The following assumption concerns the GMS function ' = (' 1 ; :::; ' k ) 0 ; which appears in (6.4).
Assumption A.5. Given the function ' : R k
[+1] that takes the form ' ( ) = (' 1 ( 1 ); :::; ' k ( k )) 0 and 8j k; (i) ' j ( j ) ' j ( ; ) 0
; (ii) ' j is nondecreasing and continuous under the metric d; and (iii) ' j ( j ) = 0 8 j 0 and ' j (1) = 1:
The function ' j ( ; ) = 11( j > 1) for j k; where 1 0 := 0; satis…es Assumption A.5
with ' j ( j ) = 11( j 1) + ( j =(1 j ))1(0 j < 1): For other choices of '; including one that depends on ; see Andrews and Soares (2010) .
The following are the conditions on n and n ; which appear in (6.4) (and elsewhere) and (6.5), respectively.
Assumption A.6. (i) n ! 1: (ii) n ! 1: 18
The asymptotic size of a nominal level 1 CS based on a test n ( ) is lim inf n!1 inf F 2P inf 2 I (F ) P F ( n ( ) = 0): It is determined using subsequence arguments as follows. There always exist sequences fF n g n 1 and f n 2 I (F n )g n 1 and a subsequence fq n g n 1 of fng n 1 such that lim inf n!1 inf F 2P inf 2 I (F ) P F ( n ( ) = 0) = lim inf n!1 P Fn ( n ( n ) = 0) = lim P Fq n ( qn ( qn ) = 0): (10.1)
Hence, to establish correct asymptotic level, it su¢ ces to show that the right-hand side of (10.1)
is 1 or greater. For the subsequences fF qn g n 1 and f qn 2 I (F qn )g n 1 ; the test statistic S qn has asymptotic distribution S 1 de…ned in (5.11). Let c 1 (1 ) denote the 1 quantile of S 1 :
Note that c 1 (1 ) 0: We impose the following assumption on the distribution function of S 1 at c 1 (1 ): This assumption is only employed in conjunction with Assumption N, i.e., when S 1 is an asymptotic null distribution of S n :
Assumption A.7. Under fF qn g n 1 and f qn g n 1 ; (i) if c 1 (1 ) > 0; then P (S 1 = c 1 (1 )) = 0; and (ii) if c 1 (1 ) = 0; then lim sup n!1 P Fq n (S qn > 0) :
When testing H 0 : 0 2 I (F ); f qn g n 1 in Assumption A.7 is replaced by f 0 g n 1 : Assumption A.7 is closely related to Assumption A.7 in BCS.
In the asymptotic results in Theorem 7.1, Assumption A.7(ii) can be eliminated if one de…nes the critical value to be maxfb c n;EGM S ( ; 1 ); g for = n or = 0 for some very small constant > 0; such as 10 6 : In the vast majority of scenarios, this has no e¤ect on the test or CS in …nite samples or asymptotically (because b c n;EGM S ( ; 1 ) determines the maximum).
Assumption A.8. E F e m(W; ) is equicontinuous on over F 2 P: That is, lim #0 sup F 2P sup jj 0 jj< jjE F e m(W; ) E F e m(W; 0 )jj = 0:
